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1 1| *'s^ "S S;<,.Ji.^%.* " Sfc* MBPerpetual motionLaunches us into the throes of life,Pushing us ever forward,
Blurring the past behind us.
'We must always change, renew, rejuvenate
ourselves,otherwise we harden."
Coethe
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* ^ .* —, ***** 1 Nature follows suitIn the constant movement of the spheres.Dawn emerges a little further to the westEach morning —
Never the same,
Never exactly the same.
Nature — always flowing, always turning,
Always moving ahead;
"It is not possible to step twice into
the same river." Heraclitus
Time moves;
Man moves to keep up with its passing.
"The seasons change and so do I, you
need not wonder why . . . "The Guess Who
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"The door to the past is a strange door. It swings open and things
pass through it,but they pass in one direction only." Loren Eisely
"The change of motion is proportional to the motive force
impressed." Sir Isaac Newton
"There is a systematic procession of events and a harmony of the
whole universe." Nicholas Copernicus
"Progress is impossible without change and those who cannot
change their minds,cannot change anything." G.B.Shaw
What is the essence of music, if not the progression of tone?
The ancients saw it? the moderns see it — it is Spenser's ever-whirl¬
ing wheel of change.
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When ya can't stand still,
When ya gotta change




Stamp it with any label at hand.
Still it says simply:
























TAMANAWAS records the rich and varied activities of one year in the life ofthe University of Puget Sound. It is a snapshot of your life and its meaning for
you will grow year by year.
Now and more vividly in the future TAMANAWAS will refresh memorieswhich fade and blur with astonishing and disconcerting rapidity. Its full valuewill come in the years ahead when you suddenly encounter again old class¬



















STANDING: Peter Wallerich, Thomas Baker, Bishop Wilber W. Y. Choy, Cary Reed, Philip Phibbs, James Paulson, Troy Strong, James Peterson, Merton Elliot,
Richard Brown, Nathaniel Penrose, Llewelyn Pritchard, Charles Holtzinger, Jay Green, Cretchen Wilbert. SITTING: Donald Juenicke, Lowry Wyatt, Howorth
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Coordinator of Teacher Placement )
ROBERT DENOMY







Dean of Law School
20 ADMINISTRATION
THEODORE FINNEY




%TERRENCE FROMONGDirector of Social Sciences Division
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Director of School of Music
MARTIN NELSON

















































Foreground: Robert Vogel,M.F.A., Assistant Professor. First Row: Helen Gregory, A.B., Lecturer;Bill Colby,M.A., Professor; F. Carlton Ball, A.M., Professor; Peggy Mayes,M.F.A., Associate Profes¬
sor. Back: Donald Kelm, Ph.D., Assistant Professor; Monte Morrison, M.F.A., Professor; Marcia lar-
tun,M.F.A.,Assistant Professor; Kenneth Stevens, Ph.D.,Assistant Professor; John Barnett,M.F.A.,
Assistant Professor; Frances Chubb,M.F.A., Professor. FACULTY 23
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Front: George Blanks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor; Robert Benedict, Ph.D., Lecturer; Eileen Solie,M.S.T., Assistant Professor. Back:
Edward Herbert, Ph D., Associate Professor; Gordon Alcorn, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus; Michael Gardiner, Ph.D., Assistant Pro¬















Front: Thomas Sinclair, M.B.A., Professor Emeritus; Homer Hamner, ).D., Ph.D., Professor; lohn Prins, j.D., Professor Emeritus; Burtc
Andrus, A.B., Professor Emeritus; William Orthman, Ph D., Associate Professor. Second Row: William Switzer, Ph.D., Associate Professc
Charles McCord, I.D., Lecturer; Roy Polley, M B.A., Associate Professor; William Baarsma, D P.A., Associate Professor; Frank Harriso
Ph.D., Lecturer. Third Row: William.Daughterly, M.B.A., Lecturer; Corinne Park, B.A., Lecturer; fames Morris, M.B.A., Assistant Professc
Harry Carter, M.S., Lecturer; lack Greene, B.A., Lecturer. Fourth Row: Bob Kok, M.B.A., Lecturer; Roy Scholvinck, B.A., Graduate Assistar
Joseph Giberson, B.A., Teaching Assistant, lames Ketchel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor; Clayton Thwing, M.B.A., Assistant Professor; Robe
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Front: Wilbur Baisinger, Ph.D., Professor; Richard Tutor, Ph D., Associate Professor; Carl Clavadetscher, Ph.D., Assistant Profes¬
sor;Cary Peterson, Ph.D., Associate Professor. Back: Thomas Somerville,M.A., Assistant Professor; JonathanTstrin,M.F.A.,














Front: Linda Ferguson,Graduate Assistant; Barbara Holme, 1ecturer; LaVerne Goman, Resource Librarian; Darlene Allen,M.Ed.,Assistant
Professor; Edith Gifford, Ph D. Associate Professor. Row 2: A...label Lee, Ed.D., Professor; Beth Criesel,M.Ed., Assistant Professor; John
Robinson, Ph D., Assistant Professor; Oren Glick, Ph.D., Associate Professor; John Heinrick, A.M., Professor Emeritus; James Roy,M.S.,
Assistant Professor. Row 3: Robert Hostetter, Ed.D., Associate Professor; Joseph Dolan, Ed.D., Professor; Milton Hoyt, Ed.D., Professor; Ra
Gantz,M.5.,Assistant Professor; Dewane Lamka, Ed.D., Professor; Donald Bender,M.Ed., Assistant Professor; Theodore Harris, Ph.D., Pro¬











































David Brubaker, Ph D. candidate,Assistant Professor; David Smith, Ph.D.,Assistant Professor; Suzanne Barnett, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor; Walter Lowrie, A.M., Associate Professor; Raymond Barnett, Ph.D., Lecturer.
28 FACULTY


















lerrill Kerrick, Assistant Professor; Robert Snell, Ph D., Assistant Professor; John I antz, A.M., Professor; Wilbur Sims,MS., Associate

















Standing: Charles Pendleiutt, Ph.D.,Assistant Professor; Robert Musser,MM. Assistant Professor; James Rodgers, Ph.D., Pro¬
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Standing: Sondra D'amvrosio, staff; Lynne McClure, A.M., Assistant Professor; Watson Wade,C.D.T.A.,Staff; Shelby Clay-
son, M.S.R.P. T., K. Krishnan Kshepakeran, B.S., Instructor. Seated: Steve Morelan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor; June Hof-






























Frederick Slee, Ph.D., Associate Professor; Martin Nelson, Ph.D., Professor; Zdenko Danes, Ph.D., Professor;
Bert











lack Daray, Ph.D., Associate Professor; A. F. lohnlandali, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Chairman; Craig Cunter, Cd.
















Richard Hartley, Ph.D., Professor; Michael Tate, M.S., Assistant Professor; Barry Anton, Ph D., Assistant Professor;















Darrell Reeck, Ph.D.,Assistant Professor; Pierce Johnson,Associate Professor; Richard Overman, M.D., Ph.D.,Associate Profes¬












Lett to Right : Frank hi. Peterson, ThD., Professor of Sociology; Pramod Bapurao
Cadre, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology, History, and Anthropology. To Busy
to Be Pictured: I. Kunz, C. Labovitz, P. Miller, B. Nevaskar.
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34 FACULTY
Robert Ford, B.S.. Assistant Professor; lames Baker, A.B., Instructor; Tim Hanson, Ph D., Associate Professor; Row 2: David
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What exactly is the University"experience!?"
Tf 4|.i
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"You are the sunshine of my life . . . //
Stevie Wonder
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Man, that's real college!
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I've Got Things to Do,
Places to Go,



































1. Sue McKee 12. Sonja Pederson 23. Terry McKellar2. Judy Johanesen 13. Lisa Parsons 24. Melody Coleman3. Georgia Rogers 14. Lorraine Acheson 25. Cindy Adams4. Beth Bmefield 15. Robin Whitmore 26. Kathy Smith5. Georgia Carroll 16. Nancy Morris 27. Teresa Bell6. Clarissa Ferger 17. Glenda Roberson 28. Emily Vosin7. Keiko Noguchi 18. Joanne Lehman 29. Lorraine Atwood8. Lena Hiatt 19. Gina Bague 30. Janet Christensen9. Vicki Leber 20. Sandy Palmer 31. SueStubbs10. Judy Cappleman 21. Lois Brown 32. Stephanie Yanagida77. Sunhi Hawk 22. Eileen Kilty 33. Laurie Caswell
LIVING GROUPS 53
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Below Right: Paulson House: sit¬
ting: Ann Scott, Donna McHone. Standing:
Linda Sayre,Mary Hill.
Below: Alexander House: lohn Kerwin, Brad Carter,Harold Lloyd,Robin Hill. Not Pic¬
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Above: KIRBY HOUSE: Liz Willis, Ferrol Williams, Melinda Whipple, Pam Co*
ley.
58 LIVING GROUPS
Left: NIWA ANNEX: Karen Huffman,Seri Wilpone,Mary Chao,














Above: BUDIL HOUSE: Larry Clynn, John Findlay, Bob Isonaga,
Ron Webster, Doug Breckal,Mike Sand, Cuy Watanabe. Left:
WILKENSON II: John Hart, Richard Laurance, Skip Bates, Greg Sla¬
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Above: STEIN HOUSE1 Bob Finney, Brian Bowman, Bill
Bingham, Ala^Xj^r^^i^n^jT^^ ijon^im Pc^tsnjouth, Tsen Yung,Marcia McConnell,Jane Chalfant,








HOUSEDiane Kalmbach, Susan Bush,
Maria Rowan, Rebecca White, Lynn Swendberg,
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COYKENDAL - HOUSE: jim
Levine, Haryey Horwitz,Steve Davis, Brad Baun.
BERVEN & WILKENSON I
HOUSES: Left to Right: John Schear, Bob
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Alphabetical Order: Debbie Daniels,Steven Duffy, Linda Gross, Bill Jacobs, DianeJarmon,Roseanne
Lee and Smurffy, Louis Mizell, Bob Schadt, Robert Semke,Walt Taylor
/
s-r
Left to Right : Mike Heaton, Sam May, Cheryle Doten, Owen Strecker, Doug Wycoff, Candy
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I Casey Ward RA







































































3 . Ann Powell


































Call us the men of Smith Hall.
Call us the D.B. Hoopers.
Call us the Delta Beta Hoopsilon,an independent fraternity.
Call us anytime.
Let us remember — the penthouse, cave-dwelling troglodytes and
status floor.
Let us remember — the $900 rug, noncommercial,cancer prevention,
Piney, Percy Pumpkin, three dollar bills,ogre,chundering, rookie
vs. veteran football, DYWpitchers,wining and wenching, Ernest
andJulio, the monkey,cerebral,doctored ice cream,Kappa secret
sisters,poofsters, the Flyers,visiting the doctor,Joe Faker, the
rubber hose,Crumpets watching the Queen get married, turritt,
graduates Paul and Randy, toothbrush brigades,dishface,the
dedert dwellers,a returning bloke and a departing trekker,and our
Hooper annexes.
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1. Kyoichi Otsuki 75. Bob Becker
2. Tom Jones 76. Joe Hughes
3. Mike Crove 77. David Chaves
4. Duff Lawrence 18 Kevin Russell
5. Clinton Yoshitake Abe 19. Tim Ryan
6. MikeJohannson 20. Brad Beeman
7. Chris Woodruff 21. Lyle Gelbach
8. Mike George 22. Garrett Chong
9. John Pete Boggs 23. Chuck Bachman
10. Bob Bryce 24. Charles Shotwell
77. George Bryant 25. Jack Kirk
72. Jim Baker 26. Richard Barnett




























We live in Todd Hall
It sure is a hole.
Coupled with SUB food
It gives us the woes.
But despite the cement walls
Which seem like a prison,
We're still living here
And for a damn good reason.
We have to.
Tradition or not
Plain people are great,
And to this fact
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This is not primarily the place we have to be.
it is the place where we are.
This is not our prison,but our home,
It is the road we must walk,and the walking of
it is called life.
Because we will walk it only once, then how impor¬
tant it
is we should walk it with some purpose that we
can call our own . . .
We,of Alpha Phi, feel that sisterhood is one of









































































For where there are many men together and each one is
looking after his own interest, the multitude would be broken
up and scattered unless there were also an agency to take care
of what appertains to the common weal . . . Indeed it is rea¬
sonable that this should happen, for what is proper and what
is common are not identical. Things differ by what is proper to
each; they are united by what they have in common. But div¬
ersity of effects is due to diversity of causes. Consequently,
there must exist something which impels toward the particular
good of the individual. Wherefore also in things that are
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We've got magic to do
Just for you
We've got miracle plays to play
We've got parts to perform
Hearts to warm
Kings and things to take by storm
As we go along our way.
Join us — Leave your field to flower
Join us — Leave your cheese to sour
Join us — Come and waste an hour or two
Doodle-ee-doo
Journey — Journey to a spot
exciting, npystic and exotic
Journey — Through your anedotic revue.
Intrigue — Plots to bring disaster
Humor — Handled by a master
Romance — Sex presented pastorally
Deedle-dee-dee
Illusion — Fantasy to study
Battles — Barbarous and bloody
Join us — Sit where everybody can see.
We've got magic to do
Just for you
We've got miracle plays to play
We've got parts to perform
Hearts to warm
Kings and things to take by storm
AswegoalongourwayTakenfmm „PiDen„
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and find your highway,
ride the desert lands
and mountain tops.
Do what you want,
but don't forget
what you have been,
because what you are
and what you will be,
cannot be separated
from what you were













I found a friend today.
She listened when I spoke,
and responded to my needs.
She was gentle when I needed compassion;
She was joyous in my happiness.
In name she is my sister;
bonded by the same goals and ideals;
In spirit she is everything inside me —
All my hopes, fears,dreams and needs.
I found myself today
in someone else's laughter and smiles
And in her serious thoughts.
We are different lives
unique in every way,
But we are also one life
As the trees,and the sky,and the grass,
and the sun . . . Are one.
Today I found more than a friend . . .
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7. Susan Dever 20. Sarah Wheeler
2. Corky Somers 21. Becky McCullock
& Sunshine 22. Peggy Atwood
3. Karen Eikenberry 23. Donna Lincoln
4. Judy Walker 24. Cindy Lola Lee
5. Nancy Popp 25. Mollie Edson
6. Barb Bowen 26. Robin Tearse
7. Molly Bradshaw 27. Jody Sloane
8. Annie Lewis 28. Kathy Freeman
9. "Mr. Wonderful" 29. Cathy Voigt
John Payne 30. Marcy Christiansen
10. Sue Jordan 31. Ferrol Williams
77. Kristin Ovregaard 32. Claudia Cray
72. Nancy Kirsch 33. Merilee Blaine
13. Elaine Girard 34. Shanon Baker
14. Melissa Sherrow 35. Robin Mittelstaedt
15. Lori Dorn 36. Janet Popp
76. Laurie Seton 37. Kim Williams
17. Barbie Tolbin 38. Leslie Pyl
18. Louise Rauscher 39. Kitsy Smith
19. Stephanie Kiriluk
40. Jane Chalfant NOT PICTURED:
41. Becky Mount
42. Barb Murphy Sue Anderson
43. Sue Lord Sue Hume
44. Luann Bice Patti Roe
45. Jeanette Frye Bev Blize
46. Annie Chalfant Laurie Cross
47 Lisa Bromberg Libby Ernst
48. Sue Lyons Mary Jo Martin
49. Carrie Bowes Debbie Young
50. JoAnne Palmer Bridget McPhearson
51. Ardeen Paluzzi Betsy McFarland
52. Beth Mohler Wini Oeninger
53. Vicki Jepsen Beth Sinclair
54. Scotti Ann Whittlesey Casey Curtis
55. Cassie Evans Nancy Robison
56. JoAnne Hanseth Lenore Mjolsnes
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Kappa Alpha Theta
"Nobody missed you like your friends,
Nobody missed you like your friends:
When you left, you took along a memory,
a happy song . . . and now you're back
where you belong with friends.
Nobody needs you like your friends,
Nobody needs you like your friends:
We're here once,so take the time,
Find a face and make it shine . . .
Give yourself and you will find a friend.
Nobody knows you like your friends,
Nobody knows you like your friends:
People come and people go, never
Taking time to know . . . S o take a hand
And you can show a friend how to give,
How to live, how to love . . .
Nobody loves you like your friends,
Nobody loves you like your friends,
Let's share all we have today . . .
And then when we go away again we'll know that
Nobody loves us quite the way our friends love us
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we just have to
stand still
and feel its warmth
and stillness."
"Friends are like the warm sea —
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A brotherhood of diversified individuals



















































The manifestation of the universe as a complex idea unto itself
as opposed to being in or outside the true Being of itself is inher¬
ently a conceptual nothingness or Nothingness in relation to any
abstract form of existing or to exist or having existed in perpetuity
and not subject to laws of physicality or motion or ideas relating to









































































Today I want to do things to be
doing them, not to be doing
something else. I do not want to
do things to sell myself on
myself. I don't want to do nice
things for people so that I will be
"nice." I don't want to work to
make money, I want to work to
work.
Pi Beta Phi








Above: Wendy Alexander, Sally Filkins,Jody Brooks,Gail DeBon,Chris Johann-
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itself — this is an
illusion of words —
we are a relationship,
ever-changing."
Hugh Prather






























































Breathe,breathe in the air.
Don't be afraid to care.
Leave but don't leave me.
Look,around and choose your own ground.
For long you live and high you fly
And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry.
And all you touch and all you see
Is all your life will ever be.
Run, run, rabbit run.
Dig that hole, forget the sun.
And when at last the work is done
Don't sit down, it's time to start another one.
For long you live and high you fly.
But only if you ride the tide.
And balanced on the biggest wave






Above: Sfeve Tucci, Randy Davis, Kathy England, Eric Spurrell, Alan Steinman. Not
Pictured: Rosco Slade,Bob Garrison,Jim Mallory, Ron Hanseth, Dave Hall,Keith
Officer,"Cracker" Ritz, Dan Cummins, Ian Campbell, Dave Holland, Hank Zoller,
Eric Wright,Ken West, Ray Berryman,Tom Meixner, Tom Armstrong.
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70. ff /c/c Bass








































Get about as oiled as a diesel train
set this dance alight
'Cause Saturday night's the night I like
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Royalties
Right: Sigma Nu White Rose Queen: Kathy Englund AAA. Below:































Above Left: Pi Beta Phi Ring-Ching King: Mad-Dog Jim Williston. IN














Above: Sigma Alpha Epsilon Little Sisters of
Minerva: Front Row: Heidi Barrett A<t>, Sue
Dressier XO, Mary Kay Taylor T0B, Chris
Johannsen T1B0, Sue Schneider, Linda Bagnall
AAA. Back Row: Sue Kuffel KKI~,Sandi Coson
IIBQ, Joyce Fisher,and Lunn Unger AAA.
Right: Dream Girls of Theta Chi: Cammie
Archer T1B0, Elaine Kittinger AAA, Leslie Pyle,


















Above: Karen Cotterell-Schiff and Tena Steinmann-Seward Hall
Left: Bob and Add Kok-Anderson-Langdon
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flow 7. Ai Conrad,D. Rinta,R.Hill, R.McDonald, R. Ormiston,M. Wells,M.Mikas,C. Angle, T. McDonough,R.Simonson. Row 2. B. Holland,S. Sander, B.Spellmeyer,
M. Menconi,C. Mitchell,M. Metsker, D. Anderson,J. Urban, R. Krumpols. Row 3. R. Shafer, F. Washburn,S. Hanson,D. Call, B. Pazarena, F. O'Loughlin,W. Brown, R.
Reeves, J. Peyton. Row 4. L. Sterbick,T. Meixner,J. Payne,C. Bingham,G. Wood,T. Puliz,J. Fabulich,D. Hilling. Row 5.M.Jones,T. Sienkiewicz,S. Davies,D. Kuehl, T.
Herdener,D. Kinkela,K.Schaaf, B. Linnenkohl,C. Likkel,H. Lloyd,M. Price. Row 6. D.Cowan, R.VanVolkinburg, L. Mikas,B. Sheard, K. LeeSoon,R. Beach,D. Rowan, F.
Peters,C. Widner, ft Tuk,J. Leavitt,P. Wallrof. Row7. T. LeCompte,D. Johnson,C.Cox,P. Dillon,R. Rowe, ft Buttorf,M. Oechsner,J. Balich,R. Arena.
First Season Is Successful For"Big Wally"
Coach "Big Wally" Wallrof's debut season as
coach of the UPS Logger football team gave
Puget Sound rooters another season of winning
football. The Logger's defensive unit, at first con¬
sidered a question mark, was great throughout
the season and the offense, except for a two
game lapse,was equally as effective.
The first opponents of UPS were the Slippery
Rock Rockets from the East coast, who were
expected to win this highly promoted contest.
The Loggers, before a near capacity crowd, came
iway with a 13-6 victory. Looking for their first
' ictory ever over a Far West Conference foe, the
oggers traveled south to take on Humbolt State,
ind overwhelmed the Lumberjacks 48-14. They
hen returned home to face the USIU team, who
\ad defeated the Loggers in their last three meet-
ngs. This time the story was turned around: the
oggers blasted USIU 62-0. The Loggers length-
ned their winning streak to four when, the fol-
owing week, they defeated Lewis and Clark 33-
Optimism was high for an undefeated season
for the Loggers, but questionable refereeing of
the Logger-Rainbow clash in Hawaii handed
them their first loss,30-7. In their next game they
set out to prove that the Hawaii game had been a
fluke and did it by rolling over Whittier by a
score of 50-0.
As the Loggers returned home with a 5-1 mark,
it seemed as if post season competition plans
would still become a reality. But before a chilled
homecoming crowd, Puget Sound fumbled nine
times on their way to a 13-9 loss at the hands of
the fired-up Bearcats of Willamette. Things
didn't get better the next week when Simon Fra¬
ser of Vancouver, B.C. held off the Loggers for a
7-6 victory. Any hopes for post-season play went
out the window at this point. Even though the
Loggers finished their season with two more
wins, one over PLU, 30-21,and over the Portland
State Vikings,54-7, there were no more games for
the team this year. They ended the 1973 season
with a 7-3 record.
SPORTS 101
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tr66 Ken Schaaf , #44 Ron Reeves,# 15 Tim McDonough — Logger Defenders
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#69 Harold Hoyd, #80 Dan lohnson, offensive linemen
#66 /Cen Schaaf attempts to block the punt
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#72 Mike Mickas on the rollout, and #32Scott Hanson, #6 Don Rinta blocking
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Logger Defense blocks the kick
#66 Ken Schaaf sacks the quarterback
SPORTS 105
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-»67Bill Nmnenkohl, »67 Tom Sienkiewicz wrap up USIU ball
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*23 Doug Gall struggles lor yardage
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&88 Jim Balich highsteps with Slippery Rock defender
19 #12 Mike Mikas on quarterback keepersss.3e L*4 B :






The 1973-74 Logger basketball season was
filled with many losses. The biggest loss how¬
ever, came before the team even started prac¬
tice. Due to a back injury; 6'11" Curt Peterson
was out for the season. His scoring and
rebounding strength were definitely missed as
the season got under way. For the first time in
recent UPS history, the Loggers finished last in
their own Daffodil Classic. The only highlight
of the weekend was Fred Cain's selection to
the all-tourney team with 48 points in two
games. The scheduled competition during
December included top teams like Long Beach
State, Oregon State and the University of Ore¬
gon. Playing teams of that caliber, the Loggers
finished December with a 3 win,8 loss record.
The second half of the season was more suc¬
cessful. The consistent play of Noble Johnson,
UPS Basketball: Building Year
Fred Cain and Sam May plus the maturing of
freshmen Eric Walker and Dave Johnson prod¬
uced some exciting games in the Fieldhouse.
The team chalked up wins over UC Irvine, St.
Martins,Seattle Pacific, PLUand the University
of Portland. These five victories showed what
the young Loggers were capable of doing.
While losing all twelve of their road games, the
team finished with a Wand 16 season total. It
was coach Don Zech's poorest record since
coming to UPS. But coach Zech is already
looking ahead. Despite the loss of seniors Sam
May, Rick Brown and Ray Warner, the coach
feels that with the return of most of this year's
starters plus a healthy Peterson, next year
could bring a national championship. It's a
long road, team. Good luck!
108 SPORTS
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Tommy Williams up for two
Eric Walker on the drive
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SAM MAY SCORES TWO
NobleJohnson passes for assist
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Wailing for the rebound
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Sam May forces it up Fred C am scores two






Wes Tanecr Noble Johnson on defense
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Front: Jamie Stipson,Sue Kilcoyne,Janet DeWoina,Shannon Heinrick,Marcia Campbell.Middle: Coach










Colleen McKay sets up play
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Peggy Boyle gets off shot
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Peggy Miller drives past opponent
































Curt McNeely among foes
j*m
Front Row: Dave Zehrung,Steve Hanson,Chuck Hanson,CregSchess.Back Row: Coach Del Rossberg,Bill Tuk,Mike
Johnson,Dave LaBounty,Wally Adams
Injuries Plague Logger Matmen
The 1973-74 UPS wrestling season was filled
with medical reports. Injuries plagued the mat-
men throughout most of the season as many
matches were lost due to the Loggers inability
to suit up a full team. Two star performers,
Don Dillenberg and Chuck Hanson were both
lost for the year with injuries suffered early in
the season. Both had competed in the national
tournament last year and had been expected
to return again this year.
The highlights for coach Del Rossberg's
team were consistent performances by Till Tuk
and Dave LaBounty.Senior LaBounty posted a
10 win,7 loss record in dual competition at 158
pounds. Heavy weight Tuk,although only a
sophomore, recorded the top individual
record for the grapplers winning 15 of 20
matches against some very tough competition.
Both Tuk and LaBounty competed in the




Dave Zehrung riding opponent
Logger Wrestlers Face Tough Competition
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STEVE HANSON READY TO WRESTLE
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Heavyweight Bill Tuk Captain Dave LaBounty
Tuk and LaBounty Travel To Nationals
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Front: Dana Rush,Ken Stanton, Phil Moseley,Scott Knowles,John Sheekley, Larry Peck. Back: Keith Shessl, Briar
Budsberg,Mike Reed,Morre Rude,BrianJohnson,Coach Duncan.
9-4 Season Record For UPS Swimmers
Despite some disappointing losses, the
UPS Swim Team's season was successful:
Post season competition saw nine Logger
swimmers traveling to Nationals in Long
Beach, California. Losing twice to PLU dur¬
ing the regular season was unexpected, but
the other two losses the team experienced
were to nationally ranked teams (Chico
State, 1973 NCAA College Division Champi¬
ons, and Simon Fraser, 1974 NAIA Champi¬
ons). The National Team was composed of
the following swimmers:
(FR) Brian Budsberg,Breaststroke
(FR) Brian Johnson, Butterfly, Freestyle
(FR) Mike Reed,Sprint Freestyle
(SO) Phil Moseley, Backstroke
(JU) Ken Stanton, Diving
(JU) Larry Peck,Freestyle
(SE) Scott Knowles, Backstroke
(SE) John Sheekley, Freestyle
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Swimmers leave starting blocks at beginning of race
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Left to Right: Jeff Anderson, Terry Schwartz, Bill Cosgrove,Scott Langlow, Asst. Coach Steve Mills,Coacn
John Roberts.


















Gretchen Lyman Linda Winslow








Left to Right: joAnne Lechman (back ), Linda Winslow, Ann Danielli, Mary Ann Bird, GretchenLyman.
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Ski Team Finishes At Top Of Division
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Front, Left to Right: George Bryant, Kate Copeland, Rich Hoffman,Jim Tweedie,John Hart, Mike Schultz, Brian
Ray. Back: Mark Mourdini,Carl Hauser, Mark Hunt, Ron Schmidt, Ron Newton, Rich Laurence, Asst. Coach
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Intramural Board Assistant Gregg Dohrn
Under the leadership of Randy Jones and Gregg
Dohrn, the men's intramural program at UPS contin¬
ued to grow this year. The intramural board, made up
of representatives from fraternities and various living
groups,worked on rules, scheduling,officiating and
communications within the program. It was esti¬
mated that over 1,500 men participated in the nine
different sports offered on campus. Flag football, bas¬
ketball, volleyball and softball were the four major
sports. Other activities included swimming,bowling,
winterim basketball and track. The strengths of the
program came from those students who volunteered
as coaches,scorekeepers and officials. The time and
effort which they put into the program helped make







Beta's Take Intramural Football Title
For the third year in a row, the Beta flag foot¬
ball team captured the intramural champion¬
ship. In a defensive battle, the Betas scored a
second half touchdown to defeat the Schtup-
ing Gang 6 to 3. The Beta overall record for the
last two seasons is 14 wins, no losses, and one
tie. In consolation play, the Sigma Nu flag pul¬
lers defeated SAE for third place. The flag foot¬
ball league consisted of twelve teams with
approximately 250 men participating.
Although the bumps, bruises and tears out¬
numbered the laughs, the men seemed to

















GUI's independent girls loam, on a sweep







In powderpuft toolball, ( ho GDI's,
were champions, followed by the Tri-
Delts, Kappa Alpha Thetas, Hawai -
ians, and Kappa Kappa Gammas, in
( hat order. The GDI's season record
was two wins, no losses, and two ties,
defeating the Thetas 12-0, the Kappas
























































MiTce Calt passes off among Sander,Sterbick and Menconi
CC uD
An uncontested Beta lay in



































lonathan Estrin King Henry the
Second
Richard M. Tutor Thomas Becket
Steve Caldwell A Page, Saxon Boy
First Monk
Ben Shandrow First Soldier
Barry Brush Second Soldier,
Etienne
Randy Clark . . . . Archbishop of Canter-
bury,Second Monk
Creg Hetrick Bishop of Oxford
/. Raymond Berry . . . Bishop of York, Sentry
Richard Riner Gilbert Folliot
Becca Powell Gwendolyn
Bernie Dunayski
Gary Richardson Second Baron
Bart Hawkins . . . Third Baron
Glen Farmer Fourth Baron
James Blair Saxon Father
Young Sentry
Karen Brilliande Saxon Girl
Rebecca Stanley French Girl
Steven L. Page Little Monk
John Shultz Provost, Marshall,
First Servant
Greg Kester French Priest
Charlton Ball, Jr. . . French Choir Boy,
Prince
David Kretchmar . . . .Second Servant, French
Baron
Dianne Winslow . . . . Queen Mother
Marlene Westgall . . . Young Queen
Bill Bingham Prince
Ken Wain King Louis of France
Roger Brady The Pope
Robert Martin . . . A Cardinal
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Blue Kangaroo
Cast
Policemen: Ray Kennady, Paul HammondDolls: Marlene Westfall,Marcie Murray
Soldiers: Doug Newell, EricSpurell,Jim Blair, Lena HiattLittle Girls: Cheryl Bragg,Mary Pratt
Kangaroos: Ken Wain,Ralph Grapoli












During the month of March,The Univer¬
sity community hosted a series of speakers
who dealt with the subject of press free¬
doms and ffre Constitution. Howard Miller,
Britt Hume and Tom Jarriel conversed with
students on such crucial press issues as
media censorship,violence and sex in the
media, presenting the real news, in-depth
reporting on the part of television news,and
the credibility with the reading and viewing
public.
Howard Miller
Howard Miller is a professor of law at the
University of Southern California. For the
past three years,he has appeared regularly
on the Public Broadcasting program,"The
Advocates," and has proven to be very well





Artists and Lectures Committee members: Boogies Coordinator; Clarissa Ferger, Brooks Hull, Activities V.P.; Ian McRenoi Publicity Chairman;




Britt Hume is the investigative
reporter who broke the ITT scandal
story. The twenty-eight year old journal¬
ist was also instrumental in the publica¬
tion of the Anderson Papers — the
expose of the Nixon Administration's
private attitudes about the India-Paki-
stan war.
Tom Jarriel
Tom Jarriel is an ABC News White House
correspondent who recently accompanied
the President to China and Russia. Prior to
his White House assignment,Jarriel earned
national distinction for his coverage of the
civil rights movement in the South. As a
newscaster, he also covered the U.S. man¬








Rod Serling is a noted writer, director and
producer of many movies and television pro¬
grams, with an astute talent for writing science
fiction.
This year, Mr. Serling displayed a true wit
when addressing a large audience on subjects
ranging from cartoons to politics to unidentified
flying objects. He had many opinions to share,
including his impressions of television commer¬
cials.
U.P.S. was very fortunate to have hosted Rod







Tom Noel spoke this year before an audience,
eager to hear an actor portray the ever-loved
Mark Twain,or Samuel Clemmens.
He covered subjects like Twain's boyhood in









Portrait that hanges in Thompson Hall
Dr. R. Frankli'n Thompson was the guest speaker in
the first of an annual lecture established in his honor.
Dr. Thompson, the former president and now chancel¬
lor, spoke on"The Ages of the Hours." In his lecture he
discussed how we base our lives and civilization on
those of past ages. He referred to such heights as The
Golden Age of Greece,The Silver Age of Rome,The
Dark Ages,and The Renaissance. He related how the
voices of Aristotle,and Socrates reached down through
the ages and touched our lives. Dr. Thompson sug¬
gested that the age of technology,scientific research,
and dedicated teaching will someday be the stepping
stones of the ages.
Tacoma too has been affected by the past ages.
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What's Inside The Earth?
Dr. Zdenko F. Danes,U.P.S. professor of physics,
asked his Regester Lecture audience"Who cares
what's inside the earth?" Then with firm conviction
he answered himself:"I do." Drawing from a back¬
ground of the humanities, as well as the sciences,
Dr. Danes expounded on the many models that
have been made of the earth. He examined both
myth and fact,and concluded that the earth carries
within herself the story of the past and with that
the story of herself. We are just beginning to read
it.
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kBrown And Haley Lecture
Featuring:
Dr. And Mrs. John Fairbank
The Twenty-second Annual brown and Haley
Lecture Series presented Dr.John Fairbank,
renowned scholar of Chinese history and chair¬
man of the Council on East Asian Studies at Har¬
vard University. Dr. Fairbank offered a series of
lectures dealing with the history of American-
Chinese relations through the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The lectures fell under the
general theme:"The Multiple Impacts topics:
"Merchants and Missionaries: Beginnings and
Frustrations to the '1870's,""Christian Education:
A Success Story,1870-1930." "Power Politics:
Concepts and Misconceptions,1898-1972."
Wilma Fiarbank,wife of Brown and Haley Lec¬
turer John Fairbank,discussed her studies and
interpretations of ancient Chinese Art forms. Her
major theme originated from what she felt was
the continuity and discontinuity of ancient Chi¬
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he University of Puget Sound. It is free to the
there are many"Young People's Concerts" and
the year. This was Maestro Seferian's fifteenth
— Evelyn Lear,Metropolitan Opera
— Jose' Greco and Dance Company
— Adelphian Concert Choir
— Lorin Hollander,Renowned Pianist
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Symphonic Chamber Orchestra




Row One:Linda John,Suzan Ager,Merle Harris.Row Two: Elizabeth Willis,Mark Blackledge, Ann Craber,Vern Larsen,
Teresa Roche,Stephen Nelson. Row Three: Mr. Lynch, Becky Roberts, Pam Roberts, Dane Little.
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Sopranos: Leslie Brownell,Melody Coleman,Jane Coonjohn, Ramona Fuller, Lori Hedrick, Freda Herseth, Kum Kim,Beth Mohler,Candy Morris, Lynne Meyer,Linda
Purcell,Mary Schoenleber. Altos: Jan Anderson,Georgette Anderson,Joni Beeler, LuAnn Bice,Nancy Gregory,Chris Marken, Desi McLaughlin,Sandy Noll,Kathy
Page,Leann Peterson,Leslie Pyl. Tenors: Jim Baker,Steve Burkholder, Pat Castro,Steve Deines,Jack Kirk,Jon Palmason,Carl Lindberg,Kurt Spitzer. Basses:Scott
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Front Row: Pat Castro,Sandy Noll,Mike Deviny,Chris M'arken,Desi McLaughlin,Steve Moll. Back Row: Kum Kim,Mary Schoenleber, Lynn Meyer,Jack Kirk,Scott BakerJim Maxwell, Leslie Pyl,Ramona Fuller.
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The UPS Tacoma Choral Society And Orchestra







Sopranos: Marti Anderson, Karen Ball,Mary Carle, Barb Carlson,Marna Cosgrove, Marjorie Colglazier, Kathleen Dollarhide, Irmgard Fix, Joanne Flom,Janeen Franz,
Susan Carside, Dolores Heffelfinger, Flelen Kohler, Celeste tenth, Ruth tuber, Bettie Linthicum, Frances Miller,Cathy Neal, Ann P
arks,Marilyn Paulson,Caren Rader,
Lucille Reeck,Sylvis Silins,Donna Schmidt,Mary Siridakis,Elizabeth Tokach,Judith Triplett,Jane Watson, Linda Wheaton,Robin Whitmore. Altos: Patricia Allen,
Mary Ann Ball, Penny Baz,Janet Blair,Jeanne Bouton, Teresa Clizer, Karyn Denecke, Susan Dittman, Lori Cenna, Dana Gray,Joan Groom,Rosalie FLansen,Dian
e
Heffelfinger, Becky Horn, Beth Hughes,Cindy Laird, Debra Langford,Susan McClain,Katharine McCormack,Sharon Mattern,Kay Mead,Doro
thy Northway,Cisti
Phillips,Jody Proctor,Ginny Tanquist,Sister Virginia Marie Tennyson,Gloria Winsor,Margrit Wittwet. Tenors: Maurice Davis, Terry Graves, Randal Hunt
, Frances
Hurlow,Jack Turnure,Martin Withington, Curtis Barber, Basses: Immanuel Bergee,Owen Bothwell, Don Burke,Bruce Denecke,
Lesley Fix, Rick Guyles,Michael
Hughes,Morris Kilgore,James Nette,Steven Pleasants, BernardShattuck,John Schultz,Ralph Smith,Jim Thomas,Peter Thompson,James Whitley,
Barry Williams.
Violins: Suzan Ager, Dan Athearn,Vicki Ault,Mark Blackledge,Ann Graber, Linda John, Vern Larsen, Linda Snyder, Elizabeth Willis, Irvin
Wright. Violas: Stephen
Nelson, Teresa Roche,Gail Wentworth. Cellos: Pam Roberts, Roberta Hansen,Merle Harris, Dane Little. Bass: Jerry Evans. Oboes: Cheri Cozort,Tad
Margelli. Bas¬





JBUHklrW/; ' U-p-s- Students In London
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U.P.5.Students in the Netherlands
Standing left to right: Eric Sechrist,Dexter Reuhl,Jim




















Blue Kangaroo Winterim Skiing
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Front Row: Sharon Rouse, Louise Pierce,DebbieJohnson,Dabnie Meeker, Lorie Driscoll. Second Row: Mary Schoenleber, Carol Yoshimoto,Carol Kurojawa,Jan
Wilkins, Dawn Farm,Carma Anderson, Heather Hill. Third Row: Capt. Roger Baarstad, Karen Barnes,Joan Krugar, Georgette Anderson,Meredith Morrison,Chris
Elser,DebbieJohnson. Missing: Little Colonel Jody Brooks.
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Front Row: Carol Rutherford,Mary Walter, Loi's Segal,Beth Weis. Middle Row:Marilyn Rehfeld, Kathy Englund,Barb Wilson,Shannon Baker.
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Front: Kathy Mitchell, Diane Paxon. Second Row: Sue Kuffel, Lois Arms, Linda Schwarz, Leslie Brownell, Tina Feldman — Junior Advisor, Larki Huntington —Historian,Wendy Rudine — Songleader. Third Row: Karen Taylor, Sandy Glabach — Editor,Candy Cartwright, Adele Yamamoto,Jeanie Baumgartell. Fourth Row:Cail Boyer, Ginny Tanquist, Mrs. McDonell — Senior Advisor, Meg Wright,Shannon Hayes, Jane Christensen, Diane Anderson, Ann Freeman, Laurie Frasier —Vice President,Jane Smith,Marcia Me Connell — Asst.Senior Advisor,Joan Wessel, Luann Bice, Debbie Grubb — President,Sue Pierce — Treasurer.
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Who's Who In American Colleges And Universities
' \
SteveMills,Tony Rappe,Randy Foster,Khaled Al Sudairi,Brooks Hull.
Sue McKee,AlanSmith







These students are chosen
on the basis of their partici¬
pation and leadership
around the campus commu¬
nity,and on the basis of their
outstanding scholastic
record. The first objective of
Who's Who is to give a dem¬
ocratic national basis for the
recognition of outstanding
campus leaders.






"Alethiea" is the Greek word for"truth," and apparently this newly formed organization
attempts to struggle with the word. Alethiea is an Interdisciplinary Philosophical Group,which
attempts to allow students and professors to engage in an even level of discussion. Alethiea uti¬
lizes the scholarly faction of students,and along with professors combines to allow panel discus¬
sions and other types of formats for subject interaction
Some of the discussion topics have included:"Man's Social Responsibility," with Daoist,Marxist
Existential, Hegelian,and Judeo-Hebraic points of views presented;"Ethics and Genetics," withdiometrically opposed positions concerning the scientists responsibility;"Philosophy of the
Media," which had a panel on the purpose and function of the Media; a House of Critics on"Phi¬losophy of Education," which is an informal debate with a student tally to the question proposed.
Also,some visiting lecturers have made presentations to the University Community. These are
some of the events which have taken place,and hopefully will continue to allow scholarly interac¬
tion and promote a philosophical life in the University.

















Left to Right:Jan Wilkins, Paul King,Eileen Kilty,Janet Dewonia,Terry McKeller,Clarissa Ferger.Not Pictured: Lynn Michenoff,
Kathy Evans,Oscar Cornbolt, Linda Lewis,Sue Nicols,Ramona Schultz,Pat Riggs.
Asups Officers
President; Randy Foster
Activities V.P.; Brooks Hull
Executive V.P.; Dough Wyckoff







Brooks Hull Doug Wyckoff, Brooks Hull, Randy Foster,Steve Mills
A t,
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DaveCampbell — Executive Vice Pres.
i




Left to Right:SixMonth Senators; Kevin Kerstines, Barry Brush.One year Senators;
Barb Hunter,Gary Cohn. Not Pictured: Pat Riggs, Becky Wight,Tom Kolano.
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Left: Dave Lord, Mike Purdy, Bob Finney,Steve Mills,Barb Hunter,
Brooks Hull. Below: lay Flynn, Tom Kennedy, Dave Campbell,Eric
Spurrell (six month senators). Far Below: Dave Olsguard,Dave Hume,
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Bob Finney Editor in Chief
Marcia McConnell Assistant Editor
Lorah Dorn
Cheryl Billingsley Activities Editor
SteveMills Photography Editor
Susi Anderson Living Croups Co-Ed
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Paul Abrahamson Jim Crasly Jack Newrah
Steve Bader Robert Homier Ken Norton
Wes Baun Walt Hyatt Bill Olin
Barry Bellandi Clay Jackson Mike Paris
Terry Bertucci William Jacobs Harry Pritchard
Martin Blue Brian Kelly Randell Rappe
Richard Bums Doug Lehman Silivan der Ploeg
Ellias Carter Chuck Matson Chuck Smith
Ian Campbell David Massel Jack Smith
Bruce Clouse Ron Marritt Mike Soults
Chuck Cox Cary Miller Alfred Truitt
William Erickson John Miller Jon Verstraaten
Bill Frey Louis Mizell Steve Walsh











International Club is designed to promote better knowledge
of people with different cultural backgrounds. By learning more
about the people of foreign lands, nations can develop better
inter- relations and can learn more about themselves.
A festival held in the Spring is the highlight of events for the
club, as students from many different countries participate.
u m
Row One: Khaled Alsudairi, President; Phillip Burdick,Publicity; Ian Campbell, Director of International Information Center; Kathy Hem-erick,Secretary. Row Two:Keiko Noguchi,Soohaeng Oh,Maria Ma,Eric Lee. Third Row: Piet Verdult,JulieVraves,Rose Casseday.
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Black Student Union







Left to Right:Willie Brown,Robert Martin,Eric Walker,Pat Chandler,7erry McLaughlin,Marilyn Sherron,Mary EllenJones,Georgia Rog¬








Malvin White Barnard Holland
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Nijenrode Society













9. Maarren V.D. Berom

















Kneeling: Steve Armstrong (Director of the Isshinryu Karate School System), Herman Lopez (Chief Instructor ). Front Row. Huson Soon, )im Kelley,
Liane Leong,Colleen Hee,Gail McKanna. Back Row: Randy Murch, Don Wasielewski, Kurt Grimmer. Not Pictured: Asst. Instructor Rudy Adames, Patri
¬




























First Row: Lloyd Matsunami, Cora Yuen, Leanne Williams, Elva Matsuura, Dawn Farm, Karen Dubota, Penny Henderson.Second Row: Lowell Kam, Urban Arakawa, Cathy Brede, Stan Duncan, Lauren Tavares, Kimberly Lee Soon, Paco Wong,Gordan Farm. Standing: Bruce Fukumitsu, Norman Berg, Bert Warashima, Ken Ho, Roy Tsukiyama, Wendell Kam, TracyNiau, Nancy Brede, Rodney Uoroku, Georgette Anderson. Missing: Sue Pierce,Crysta Kanna.
Panhellenic
"Hike you because
I don't know why,
But everything that happens is
nicer with you
I can't remember when
I didn't like you . . .
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INTER- (L. inter, between,among; seen also in Sans, antar,
within; AS. under; C. unter,among),a combing word mean¬
ing: 7. between,among, as in interborough. 2. with or on
each other (or one another), together, mutual,' reciprocal,
mutually, reciprocally,as in interact.
FRATERNITY- n. (ME. fratenite; OFr. fraternite; L. fraternitas,
fraternus), 7. the state or quality of being a brother or broth¬
ers; fraternal relationship or spirit; brotherliness. 2. a group
of people with the same beliefs, interests,work,etc.
COUNCIL- n. (ME counceil,conceil,concile; OFr. cuncile,
concile; L. concilium,group of people; akin to C. kaleen, to
summon,call) 7. a group of people called together for con¬
sultation,discussion,advice,etc.2. a group of people cho¬


























Row One : )ames Mitchell, Pat LeBlanc, Tina Matchette,Sonja Peterson,Eileen Kilty. Row Two: Julie Yeager,Jane McFarland,Debbie Jensen,
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*First Row:Debbie Scholstad,Shannon Baker, Doug Wycoff, Cathy Hemerick, Alex D'oultremont. Second Row: Randolph Foster, Randy Bera,"Sarge"John Schultz, Tsen Yung Chen,Craig McClahahan, Dave Campbell, Roger Canfield.
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Randolph Foster and Debbie Schulstad
ACTIVITIES PAGE 211
Memories . . .
Light the Comers of my Mind,
Misty,Water-colored Memories
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and Then There's ME.
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